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Is electromobility not environmentally-friendly?  
Not according to »Der Spiegel, a German weekly  
news magazine«, and it goes on to state: If all cars 
were converted to electric mobility, the demand for 
electricity would increase by 25 % (Der Spiegel 
34/2017). Or in other words: With 649 TWh of power 
being generated (Germany, gross, 2016)1 that would 
mean an extra 162 TWh. 
Let’s take that figure and look at it from the per-
spective of total energy consumption. In this country, 

the energy required for this is primarily generated 
from petroleum and coal. In 2015, final end-use en-
ergy consumption was 2,466 TWh2. With a figure of 
728 TWh (Germany, 2015), traffic consumes about 
30 % of the final energy in Germany2 (incidently, this 
was still 25 % in 1990). Of this amount, passenger car 
traffic accounted for 403 TWh3, 4 (Fig. 1). If the afore-
mentioned 162 TWh were to be consumed by electric 

vehicles (we neglect the small amount of nowadays 
electric cars in Germany), we would have saved 
241 TWh of final energy consumption, as long as all 
the electricity is generated from renewable sources. 
And this is a crucial point because when electric 
power is generated from fossil fuels, the efficiencies 
of the fossil power plants, which are between 30 % 
and 40 %, – are included in the calculations and the 
environmental benefit is largely lost. If we operate 
electric vehicles with Germany’s energy mix in 2017 
(33 % of its gross power produced from renewables5), 
there would still be considerable savings in primary 
energy. This means that the same figures from  
Der Spiegel prove the opposite: when it comes to 
 reducing greenhouse gases, e-mobility can make a 
major contribution. 
However, environmental-friendliness cannot be 
 assessed on the basis of primary energy consumption 
alone. Electromobility requires raw materials: lithium, 
cobalt, graphite, manganese, and rare earths. And 
mining these resources comes with significant envi-
ronmental consequences. The idea of replacing all 
cars with comparable electric vehicles is a much  
too narrow-minded one. There will have to be other, 
smaller vehicles, and different transport systems, 
which will have to be combined in a sensible way. 

Rail transport, which is much neglected here in Germany, 
can make the biggest contribution towards this – see 
comment community.dialog 02/2016. Environmentally- 
friendly mobility requires all-embracing concepts 
– using the high technical standard of our power elec-
tronics and drive systems – and not so much the elec-
trification of our existing mobility. The figure from Der 
Spiegel will therefore be rendered invalid.

Comment // Electromobility: how to draw very different 
conclusions from the figures

Prof. Dr. Josef Lutz, 
TU Chemnitz

Would you like to receive the biannual PCIM Europe 
Insights automatically? Subscribe here!
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» The examination of the environ-
mental impacts of technology must 
be done on an all-round basis, ins-
tead of picking out individual facts 
to corroborate preconceptions. «

Fig.  1: Gross final energy consumption of transport in 2015, Germany

Sectors TWh

Traffic total2 728

of that 98 % fuel vehicles 713

minus 14.1 % aviation4 613

minus 0.22 % inland water vessels4 611

of that 66 % passenger cars2,4 403

E-cars, Spiegel calculation 162

Savings 241

[1]  https://www.bdew.de/presse/presseinformationen/starkes- 
wachstum-der-erneuerbaren-energien-stein-und-braunkohle- 
mit-deutlichem-rueckgang/

[2]  http://www.umweltbundesamt.de/daten/energiebereit-
stellung-verbrauch/energieverbrauch-nach-energietraegern -
sektoren

[3]  http://www.umweltbundesamt.de/daten/verkehr/end-
energieverbrauch-energieeffizienz-des-verkehrs#textpart-1

[4]  Federal Statistical Office, contributions to the Economy-wide 
environmental protection expenditure accounts for Germany, 
Volume 12/2003

[5]  https://www.bdew.de/presse/presseinformationen/starkes- 
wachstum-der-erneuerbaren-energien-stein-und-braunkohle- 
mit-deutlichem-rueckgang/
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Wireless power transmission provides so many 
 advantages and can be applied beyond just charging 
of smartphones. Many industrial applications also 
benefit from being free of cables and connectors – 
instead the charging contact is simply realized by 
 positioning the coils one above the other. Examples 
include explosive environments or the encapsulation 
of machinery to make them less sensitive to dust, 
water or disinfectants. Charging also needs to take 
place as fast as possible in situations where AGVS 
(Automated Guided Vehicle Systems) or mobile 
 robots seek out charging stations autonomously 
 between jobs. For the industrial use of wireless power 
today, coils are available for contactless energy 
transfer of several hundred watts, in addition to a 
wide range of transmitter and receiver coils built to 
the Qi standard.
When talking about automation today, Industry 4.0 
and the IoT (Internet of Things) are terms that cannot 
be ignored. However, networking does not always 
have to take place using conventional internet tech-
nologies. An elegant solution in the field of wireless 
power is to transmit data by modulating the alternat-
ing field during inductive energy transmission. To 
meet developers of wireless power coils for these 
 applications halfway, Würth Elektronik eiSos offers  

a reference system solution, at no cost. At its heart, 
the circuit is a full-bridge resonant converter (Fig. 1). 
The advantages of this concept are the scalability  
of performance from 10 W to several 10 kW and the 

 favorable EMC behavior due to the sinusoidal  
current in the resonant circuit and the rectifier.  
Since MOSFETs switch at zero voltage (ZVS), the 
 efficiency is very high (> 90 %). This type of circuit 
also makes it possible to transmit data between  
the transmitter and receiver and vice versa. Modu-
lation of the alternating field between the coils 
makes this possible. Data transmission takes place 
serially at a transmission rate of approx. 96 kBaud. 
Fig 2. shows the principle of data transmission from 
the receiver to the transmitter.
A design kit including a series of interfaces will be 
made available for this solution during the course  
of the year. This will allow for the evaluation of 
 applications featuring combined data acquisition  
and data transmission.

Wireless // Wireless energy and data transmission  
in meaningful combination

4pcim-europe.com

» The free reference system 
 solution facilitates the evaluation 
of powerful wireless concepts. «

Fig. 1: Block diagram for a full-
bridge resonance converter 

(Fig.: Würth Elektronik eiSos 
GmbH & Co. KG)

Fig. 2: The principle of data trans-
mission from the receiver to the 

transmitter (Fig.: Würth Elektronik 
eiSos GmbH & Co. KG)

Cem Som,
Divison Manager Wireless Power Transfer, 
Würth Elektronik eiSos GmbH & Co. KG
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SiC (Silicon Carbide) and GaN (Gallium Nitride) are  
hot topics at conferences and in technical articles. 
However, talking about the virtues of an emerging 
technology is one thing; turning this new semiconduc-
tor tech into a viable business proposition is quite 
 another. It is not unusual for 
the pros and cons of novel 
SiC-based designs to be 
 compared with older circuits 
and components. But this 
tells us little about their 
 suitability for a particular application. A far better way 
to size up the benefits is to benchmark these designs 
against the best alternatives. The SiC-based design 
that proves its technical and commercial merits in an 
objective comparison is clearly the leading candidate 
for mass production and deployment.
This benchmark comparison focuses on typical power 
module applications with a DC-bus voltage above  
600 to 1000 V and electrical power greater than 10 kW 
(fig. 1). The component rating required for these appli-
cations is usually 1200 V; otherwise, special topologies 
such as NPC (Neutral Point Clamp) must be used to 
reduce the rating, for example 2  ×  600 V. 
The greatest benefit of the SiC-MOSFETs and SBD 
(Schottky barrier diodes) are their superior switching 

behaviour. The SiC-MOSFET’s biggest drawback is  
the cost of components. The SiC component count in 
power modules is variable, so they should only be 
used where they are beneficial or add value. Combin-
ing Si and SiC components in the same module is 

 option if it incorporates circuits where 
only some of the components are 
switched at high frequencies. But 
 regardless of the semiconductor 
 technology, any solution with fast 
switching components will require  

a low-inductive package technology and the ability  
to integrate capacitors. 
There was a time when the IGBT was the only option 
for most power electronics applications greater with 
the aforementioned power rating. New topologies 
were the stuff of niche applications. The situation has 
since changed markedly with new high-speed IGBTs 
emerging every year, SiC-MOSFET getting more com-
petitive, and innovative topologies such as NPC in-
verters, with low-voltage components, gaining wide 
acceptance. These advances are coming at a furious 
pace; some manufacturers have already released their 
sixth generation of SiC components. Optimization is a 
continual process and the ability to leverage leading 
technology can be critical. Vincotech is using Si-IGBTs 

Power electronics // Commercial viability, benefits and 
drawbacks of SiC-based power modules

5pcim-europe.com

» The decision for or against  
SiC should be based on clear  
and objective criteria. «

Fig. 1: Power module for solar inverters  
(Fig. Vincotech GmbH)

Fig. 2: Cost and efficiency comparison  
(Fig. Vincotech GmbH)

Michael Frisch,
Head of Product Marketing,  
Vincotech GmbH

and MOSFETs from six sources and SiC-MOSFETs and 
SBDs from five. Clearly the best way to arrive at the 
most competitive solution is to benchmark the various 
designs and to fully explore the new freedom of choice 
in components and topologies. This benchmark com-
pares electrical performance, the power module’s cost 
(fig. 2) and, in a second step, the overall system’s cost. 
Ultimately, whether or not a power module equipped 
with SiC components is the best solution will depend 
on the available alternatives.
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Whether in pumps or fans, electric drives are increas-
ingly becoming standard in industrial applications, in 
the home, in the car, and in everyday life. These drives 
consume energy – usually an unnecessarily large 
amount that is becoming increasingly expensive, too. 
To counter this, modern electronic drives need to be 
made increasingly (energy) efficient, meet extremely 

stringent environmental specifications, and, of course, 
function reliably and maintenance-free. Depending on 
the area in which they are to be used, they also need 
to comply with appropriate specifications and stan-
dards, which change from time to time.
All this presents developers with major challenges, 
since the number of applications that can be defined 
as standard are becoming increasingly rare. And, of 
course, all the typical conventions, like analogue pro-
cessing of signals and measured values and querying 
operating data and sensor values, as well as wireless 
transmission (Fig. 1), can be found in the specifica-

tions. However, given the large number of technical 
solutions available, the aim is to select the most 
 effective products and combine them effectively.  
With this, a clear need for high-quality support for 
equally high-quality, complex products emerges.  
In an increasingly interconnected world, the inter-
action between individual components in proprietary 
applications is important. 
These requirements also result in new challenges for 
distributors / value-added resellers. With the expertise 
and services they provide, distributors represent an 
 important link in the supply chain – especially for SMEs. 
Their strength lies in selecting and focusing on specific 
manufacturers and application-oriented support. Depend-
ing on the customer, premium support can involve 
strongly varying aspects and goes far beyond merely 
procuring the product that matches best. Today, it is 
crucial to tailor support to customer needs. For example, 
one offer involves starter kits for component evaluation 
and in-house developed Test Boards that help develop-
ers choose the rights components for their needs.  
An example of this is the in-house developed IsoAmp 
 Promocard (Fig. 2) for the quick evaluation of isolation 
amplifiers. The pre-assembled and ready-to-use circuit 
board is designed in a handy credit card size and can be 
connected directly to the application or test setup.

Supply Chain // Using modern technologies  
based on premium support

6

Another service involves sample boxes, which contain 
selected components for experimental setups and 
make new developments more effective. Depending 
on the task at hand, these can be assembled individu-
ally and are based on the VAR’s experience. Since 
general conditions and legal requirements for devel-
opers are changing in the context of current trends 
such as energy efficiency improvement, digitalization, 
IoT, Industry 4.0, electromobility, smart home, etc. – 
the need for seminars and training that break down 
these topics into product-based solutions has risen 
significantly. Merely selecting components from 
 catalogs often falls short here. Sophisticated, modern 
logistics solutions then round off the offering from 
distributors today.

pcim-europe.com

Fig. 2: Pre-assembled plug-and-play printed circuit board  
can be connected directly to the application or test setup  
(Photo: GLYN GmbH & Co. KG)

Fig.1: Sensors and the wireless transmission of signals  
play an increasingly important role in many areas today 
(Photo: YN GmbH & Co. KG)

» Procuring optimal electronic  
components today is multi-faceted - 
comprehensive support provides  
the answer.«

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Stefan Besier, 
Business Unit Manager Analog & Power, 
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG
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Nowadays, most of the electrical and electronic 
 appliances cannot be switched off completely without 
being unplugged. Power is consumed by power sup-
plies which run the circuits and sensors needed to 
 receive a remote signal, soft keypads, switches and 
displays including miscellaneous LED status lights 
(user stimuli). This »standby power« is responsible  
for producing 1 % of global CO2 emissions. Therefore, 
reducing unwanted energy  consumption, associated 
with standby power, can help in  saving large amounts 
of power and reducing risk of global warming. If we 
look at fig. 1 below, the blocks highlighted under the 
red dotted line should be 
mandatorily  active. This  
is to ensure that the user 
 responses and commands 
are not missed by the appli-
ances under any circum-
stances. The total power 
consumption is that of  actual load plus the consump-
tion due to this active stage. The normal technique for 
modern appliances is to keep only this stage active and 
shut down the main power consuming block when not 
in use. This means the standby consumption is entirely 
 dependent on the blocks inside the red dotted line i. e. 
the auxiliary power supply and the user interface.

Hence, if we are able to design this stage with mini-
mal power consumption, it is easily possible to meet 
the standby consumption requirement laid out in any 
geographic region. 
A system has been developed to evaluate the peculiar 
feature of VIPer0P device i. e. zero power mode (ZPM). 
It mainly comprises the following components: The  
VIPer0P – Zero-power off-line high voltage converter 
and the STM32L052K6 – Ultra-low-power ARM 
Cortex-   M0+ microcontroller. The VIPer0P is a stan-
dard fixed frequency monolithic flyback converter 
from STMicroelectronics and it is capable of handling 

up to 7 W, but with 
some added stages for 
achieving zero power 
during standby. The 
zero- power mode (ZPM) 
feature enables VIPer0P 
to work in an idle state, 

where the system is completely shut down with no 
switching activity. VIPer0P is capable of meeting the 
most stringent energy-saving standards as it has very 
low consumption and operates in pulse frequency 
modulation under light load. 
VIPer0P supports flyback, buck and buck boost con-
verter designs. The microcontroller supervises the 

Power-Management // Ultra-low standby  
power consumption

7

 operation of an appliance, shuts down the SMPS by 
pulling the low OFF pin, and wakes it up by pulling  
the low ON pin. The status of the pushbutton, tactile 
switch or capacitive touch is sensed by other GPIO 
pins of the microcontroller. As the microcontroller 
needs to be powered up during zero power mode,  
it must be equipped with advanced features of power 
management such as an ultra-low consumption 
standby mode with fast wake-up.
The non-isolated flyback topology configuration ad-
dresses appliances that have a working cycle initiated 
by the user and autonomously terminated. There are 
various appliances that are switched on and off by the 
user via an RF or an IR remote control, such as air 
conditioners, TV sets, Hi-Fi and home cinema systems. 
These can also be addressed using flyback topology.

pcim-europe.com

Fig. 1: General Block Diagram of an electrical appliances  
(Figure: STMicroelectronics)

Fig. 2: STEVAL-ISA192V1 (Figure: STMicroelectronics)

» With added smartness to VIPer0P, 
the target of zero standby power 
consumption appears to be within easy 
reach in most of the appliances. «

Akshat Jain und Ranajay Mallik,
AMG CENTRAL LAB, STMicroelectronics
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In recent years, SiC power semiconductors have 
shown marked improvements in their electrical 
properties. The developments made in 1200 V SiC 
MOSFETs are particularly remarkable in this regard. 
On the one hand, these components enable a sig-

nificant increase in both power density and efficiency 
in inverters. On the other hand, however, the steep 
switching edges on SiC power semiconductors require 
a new approach to inverter design. A low commuta-
tion inductance on the switch cell is essential for 
avoiding critical over-voltages and unwanted oscilla-
tions. Other aspects such as inverter topology, cool-
ing concept, auxiliary power supply and gate drivers 
need to be optimized for SiC power components. The 
converter concept presented takes all these points 
into consideration.
The integration of SiC MOSFETs into the PCB is suit-
able for the low-inductive connection of SiC power 
semiconductors. Assembly and connection technol-

ogy of this kind allows measurement circuits and 
auxiliary power supply to be easily implemented 
close to the chip (Fig. 1).
A hexagonal heat sink allows for a significant reduc-
tion in volume of an air-cooled system. In combina-
tion with low losses on the SiC power components, 
the PCB-based assembly and connection technol-
ogy, and an annular arrangement of the DC link, 
make it possible to realize an extremely compact 
 inverter (Fig. 2).
Compared to today›s Si-based standard inverters, 
this concept enables an increase in the power 
 density of a factor of 6 combined with significantly 
reduced weight and increased efficiency.

Best paper award // Air-cooled SiC three-phase inverter 
with high-power density for industrial applications

8pcim-europe.com

» Developments in SiC power semi-
conductors make inverters with a sig-
nificantly higher power density  
and efficiency possible. «

Fig. 1: Three-level half-bridge with four pcb-integrated  
SiC-MOSFETs, auxiliary power supply and measurement  
circuitry (Figure: Siemens AG)

Fig. 2: Components of the realized prototype inverter  
(Figure: Siemens AG)

Dr. Alexander Hensler, 
Digital Factory Division Motion Control, 
Siemens AG
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The Industry Forum in hall 6 is an exclusive plat-
form where renowned power electronics experts 
present and discuss the latest trends and develop-
ments in the industry. 
From 5 – 7 June, trade visitors can look forward to 
gripping presentations on e-mobility as a current 
focus topic, two panel sessions on SiC and GaN, 
 organized by the »Bodo’s Power Systems« trade 
 magazine and many other interesting lectures.

Admission to the Industry Forum is free  
of charge.

Industry Forum // Platform for knowledge transfer

9pcim-europe.com

Complete program

Tuesday, 5 June 2018   

11:00 – 12:00 From Niche to Mainstream – SiC Power Devices as Enabler for Revolutionary Designs Infineon Technologies

12:00 – 13:00 Challenges and Opportunities facing Power Supply Manufacturers over the next 5 years Power Systems Design

13:00 – 13:30 SiC and GaN, which Challenges Remain in the Road to Success? Yole Développement

13:30 – 14:00 Digital Control for Off-Line Power Supplies Using Digital Platform DP2 Fraunhofer EAS-IIS

14:00 – 14:30 Measurements beyond Standard Tasks – 100kA Peak Current, 100MW Peak Power, etc. TU Leoben

14:30 – 15:00 Thermal Management of High Heat Flux Electronics with Mechanically Pumped Two-Phase Cooling ENEA, Energy Technologies Department

15:00 – 15:45 Langzeitlagerung elektronischer Komponenten als Bestandteil einer vorausschauenden Obsoleszenzstrategie HTV Halbleiter-Test & Vertriebs-GmbH

Wednesday, 6 June 2018 

10:00 – 11:30 Automotive Power Modules - Design Changes and Technology Innovations to Come? Yole Développement

11:30 – 12:30 15 Years ECPE Research Network ECPE European Center for Power Electronics

12:30 – 13:20 A Semi-Modular-Based and SiC-Based Smart Transformer Christian-Albrechts-University Kiel

13:30 – 14:30 SIC – Devices for the Future Design A Media, Bodo’s Power Systems 
14:30 – 15:30 GaN – Devices for the Future Design A Media, Bodo’s Power Systems 

15:30 – 16:00 Electric Vehicles Charging – An Ultrafast Overview Power Electronics Laboratory, EPFL

Donnerstag, Thursday, 7 June 2018   

10:00 – 10:30 New Passive Devices in Power Electronics - Nice to Have or a MUST? Huawei Technologies

10:30 – 11:30 Strategies for Increasing Efficiency, Controlling EMI and Reducing Cost in Practical Power Electronics Designs Bose Research

11:30 – 12:30 Einführung Students Day ECPE European Center for Power Electronics

12:30 – 13:00 How will Battery Packs Requirements impact Power Electronics Market? Yole Développement

13:00 – 13:45 Realizing the New Growth Wave for Semiconductors Startups and Innovation in High Voltage and Power Density Silicon Catalyst

13:45 – 14:45 SiC Solutions for Industrial and Automotive Applications ROHM Semiconductor

15:30 – 16:00 Verlosung Students Day ECPE European Center for Power Electronics 
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